No. 97697N

Blue Love Afghan

Although we make every effort to prevent errors from being published, we regret that they do occur and apologize for any inconvenience this may cause. We have changed the correction after working the last row of the afghan, before the Border, and Round 1 of the Border. Please note the new instructions in red below.

Rows 33-41: Repeat Rows 31 and 32 four times more, then Row 31 once. Now repeat Row 31 only, working one less Block on each row until last row ends with 1 Block, turn.

Border:

Rnd 1: (right side) Sl st in each of next 3 sts, (sc, ch 2, sc) in next st - corner made, now *work 75 sc spaced evenly across to next corner, corner in corner, work 115 sc spaced evenly across to next corner, corner in corner; rep from * once more, but omit last corner, join with sl st in first sc.

We apologize for any inconvenience. Patterns have been corrected from December 19, 2018.